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A. Microsoft Word only
B. Microsoft Word and PDF only
C. Microsoft Word, PDF, and Excel only
D. Microsoft Word, PDF, and CSV

Answer: D

QUESTION: 56
Which statement is true about an informal review?

A. Reviewers see versions of artifacts that are current when the review is created.
B. Reviewers see a version of artifacts selected by the user who creates the review.
C. Reviewers select a version of their choice to review.
D. Reviewers see the latest version of the artifacts when they start the review.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 57
What are artifact types used to do?

A. to capture traceability relationships between two or more artifacts
B. to classify requirements and related artifacts and provide a consistent set of attributes
for each specific type
C. to identify and assess the impact of changes
D. to facilitate collaboration on artifact reviews

Answer: B

QUESTION: 58
A project member wants to associate a requirement to a test case. Which link type should
be used?

A. Tracked by
B. Implemented by
C. Satisfied by
D. Validated by

Answer: D
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QUESTION: 59
In addition to the capabilities provided by the Project Process Role of Author, a user must
have the Project Process Role of Administrator assigned to them in order to do what?

A. create and delete artifacts such as requirements, sketches, and diagrams
B. add and remove users in a project, manage templates, and manage artifact types
C. move resources between folders
D. create personal and shared tags and apply them to artifacts

Answer: B

QUESTION: 60
Which user role has the ability to create links to other requirement artifacts within a
requirements project?

A. Developer
B. Author
C. Commenter
D. Project Snapshot Administrator

Answer: B
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